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by Keith Hickerson, MSM

> Learn the state of the debate over settling on a fiduciary standard for industry professionals

It’s common knowledge these days that the right and left never agree on anything. So why is Barney Frank writing letters to the SEC cautioning them on overreach in their extension of the fiduciary standard? Why are House Republicans and some Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) commissioners expressing concerns? It’s becoming increasingly clear that it’s middle-income Americans who may get hurt by an unreasoned, one-size-fits-all approach to a fiduciary standard that could force brokers and dealers into a new business model.

WHAT’S AN AVERAGE INVESTOR TO DO?

This change is much more of a problem for those making $50,000 a year than for those making $250,000 a year. Let’s suppose a broad fiduciary standard is put in place for broker-dealers, creating additional compliance costs, potentially limiting the distribution of proprietary products and resulting in more financial professionals moving to a fee-based model. Would an investor of average income want to pay for a standalone financial plan? Would she meet the required asset threshold to be a meaningful client for a fee-based advisor?

For average investors, the consequences could include fewer individuals seeking qualified financial advice. In fact, a recent study suggests that the cost of advice could double for those at the lowest end of the investment spectrum. According to a high-ranking official at Morgan Stanley Smith Barney in a recent issue of Investment News, the first signs of the business-model shift may already be occurring as brokers work to get ahead of the coming regulatory change. It quickly becomes clear why neither liberals nor conservatives want to be tagged with this one.

RUNAWAY REGULATION IS THE ORDER OF THE DAY

The Dodd-Frank bill took a decidedly odd approach to regulation, missing an opportunity to do more on derivatives or with the government-sponsored entities that helped cause the mortgage crisis while meddling in everything from debit card fees to creating an unwieldy new consumer agency. One result of the massive legislation was to send government agencies scurrying off to conduct studies and write rules ad infinitum.

The mandated SEC staff study on standards of care came back advocating a single standard of care for investment advisors and broker-dealers, after spending dozens of pages explaining why they weren’t sure what the impact of the change would...
be. Nowhere did they identify the specific consumer harm they hoped to mitigate. Still, they thought implementing a uniform standard of care was a good idea. The proposed standard would require broker-dealers and investment advisors providing personalized investment advice to retail clients to “act in the best interest of the customer without regard to the financial or other interest of the broker, dealer, or investment advisor providing the advice.” Certainly sounds good, doesn’t it?

**LET’S PLAY THE BEST-INTEREST GAME**

Every successful financial professional works hard to serve clients effectively and well, and acting in the long-term interest of clients is the only path that leads to customer satisfaction, retention and referrals. Using the legal definition the SEC staff study suggests, however, creates some issues. There’s nothing in the language about risk tolerance, client circumstances or the financial professional’s best knowledge at the time the advice is delivered. There is also no suggestion as to when best interest might be determined: Over the next quarter? The next year? The next 20 years?

Consider the timing of making that best interest determination as it might relate to the sale of a variable life insurance product. If the client were to die within a few years after the sale, in hindsight, a policy with the highest death benefit would have been in the client’s best interest. If a raging bull market occurs over an extended period, an aggressive variable policy with exposure to a portfolio of equities might have been the best choice for the client. Were the market to fall, stronger guarantees would have been a better choice. What seems simple—a noble concept of client best interest—is actually very complicated as the basis for regulation. It’s easy to see the increased litigation potential, as well.

Remember, too, that the uniform standard will technically change the existing definition for investment advisors. Even though the SEC has suggested interpretive guidance may not change, the core language that drives regulation and litigation will be transitioning for both business models, advisors and broker-dealers.

Broker-dealers work now under a suitability standard, with clear rules established before the fact that govern their business activities. Advisors working under the fiduciary standard, however, face conduct evaluation after the fact. Regulating a principles-based fiduciary standard based on the lack of clear rules for action is much harder. Currently, broker-dealers are inspected every two years, while investment advisors are inspected only once every 10 years on average. In fact, according to the SEC, one-third of investment advisors have never been inspected. Fiduciaries like Bernie Madoff can escape detection for a long time, creating considerable investor harm in the interim.

**WHERE’S THE CONSUMER BENEFIT?**

The oversight disparity between the two models leads to a fundamental question: will consumers be better off practically with more financial professionals working under a fiduciary standard? Ask advocates of a universal fiduciary standard for a concise description of how consumers will benefit, and you’ll get few solid answers. Most will say that eliminating consumer confusion is important. There’s some truth to the fact that consumers are confused by the entire issue of standards of care, but they also indicate that they are happy with their financial professionals and their level of market choice. Any issue of consumer confusion—if that’s really the core issue—could be solved much more easily, with less potential harm, through more robust disclosure requirements.

Consumer advocates also talk vaguely about increased consumer protections of the standards change, but pushed for details they offer few. Strangely, these same advocates mention none of the potential harm to consumer choice, costs and access—harm that could be significant and hit middle-income consumers hardest.

**HAS THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR (DOL) SEEN THE LIGHT?**

The Employee Benefits Security Administration (EBSA) has also been working to update its definition of which retirement plan professionals are fiduciaries. The long-standing multi-part test could be broadened, with potentially negative impact to investors with IRAs or employer-sponsored plan
and the economic and market-based ramifications that were expected to follow.

In the end, an agreement to raise the debt ceiling was reached and approved by Congress in an overwhelmingly bipartisan manner. However, don’t let the bipartisan support fool you—while the Budget Control Act of 2011 will save $1.2 trillion through discretionary budget caps, much of the deficit reduction was left up to a Super Committee of Congress to decide, which means there will continue to be partisan gridlock on the best approach towards controlling our long-term structural debt.

While the August 2, 2011, debt ceiling deadline came and went without a domestic debt crisis, the mechanics of the Budget Control Act will ensure that addressing our fiscal problems will remain the top priority in Washington for the remainder of 2011 and well into 2012. The biggest question over the next several months will be, “What will the Super Committee do?” Despite continued calls for the implementation of pro-growth tax and fiscal policies amid a worsening economic landscape and volatile financial markets, ongoing political divides coupled with the strict timeline on which the Committee will be working makes enacting any big-ticket reforms (comprehensive tax or entitlement reform) very unlikely. That said, the pressure on this Committee will be great, and the January 15 trigger—$1.2 trillion in domestic discretionary and defense department cuts—will be something that both parties will aim to avoid. In any event, what we know is that momentum for tax reform is building. Whether the Super Committee takes up the task or Congress waits until 2013 to do so, the life insurance industry must be prepared when the day does come. This is where the direct advocacy has proven to be so effective.

**PUTTING OUR MODEL TO WORK**

This summer’s debt showdown is only one step in the contentious process of establishing fiscal stability. The byproduct is and will continue to be a fluid and unpredictable environment that mandates active, diligent engagement by practitioners and the industry to guard against any possible tax threat. These would include not only the aforementioned threat to inside build-up and death benefits, but also possible threats to business uses of life insurance products. Additionally, it is worth noting that while much of the rhetoric around the Budget Control Act trended away from imposing higher taxes or eliminating certain tax preferences, over the long-run—and particularly in the context of comprehensive tax reform—significant changes to the tax code, especially in the area of tax expenditures, are likely to be much more palatable for members of both parties. The environment may seem slightly muddled, especially in the area of tax expenditures, are likely to be much more palatable in the context of comprehensive tax reform—significant changes to the tax code, especially in the area of tax expenditures, are likely to be much more palatable for members of both parties. The environment may seem slightly muddled, but that we are facing an indefinite and dynamic tax challenge is clear.

The insurance industry’s tax threats will not soon disappear. Any debt reduction agreement reached in the coming weeks and months will only be a down payment towards effectively reversing current unsustainable fiscal trends, and a broad tax reform effort may also be in our future. Put simply, as long as revenues are in demand, changing the tax treatment of life insurance products will always be on the table. Standing on the sidelines is really not an option.
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participants who are seeking professional advice.

The fundamental issue is the same as in the SEC debate: the “fiduciary” concept may sound appealing, but without careful attention to the way consumers access advice and the business models that make that advice readily available, consumers at the lower end of the investment spectrum could be harmed—especially those with IRAs. Less access to professional advice and products is a critical concern when families are facing significant retirement income shortfalls over the coming decades.

Finally, following wave after wave of protests from virtually every quarter, the DOL is backing down. They’ve agreed to re-propose their rule sometime early next year, hopefully in a more acceptable form that does less harm to consumers.

**WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?**

As the debt and deficit discussions continue in Washington, the SEC has slowed somewhat their work on the fiduciary issue because of the emerging complexity of their regulatory challenge, limited resources, and the pursuit of (at last!) a stronger cost/benefit analysis. They have indicated that they will study the potentially negative impact to consumers of their staff proposal, but it is unclear how extensively they might apply their limited resources to that important work.

Congress recently held hearings that touched on these important issues— with fewer of the same tired groups chanting the word “fiduciary” while offering no supporting consumer benefits or analysis of potential consumer harm. The testimony and dialogue began to generate a greater understanding of the real issues at play for middle-income investors. Good intentions have never protected consumers. Well-reasoned public policy can, and there’s a glimmer of hope now that more nuanced and practical thinking may ultimately prevail.